REGULATING PAYMENT SYSTEMS IN UGANDA

LEGAL ALERT

Regulating Payment Systems In Uganda
There was no law that regulated payment systems owned and operated by persons who
are not financial institutions i.e. payment through/over mobile money and other platforms of
e-commerce such as, Payway, Quicket among others. The National Payment Systems Act of
2019 serves to stand in this gap. The Act is yet to be commenced by the Minister (Ministry of
Finance, Planning and Economic Development).

Background

The purpose of this Act is to regulate payment systems; to provide for their safety and
efficiency; to provide for functions of the Central Bank (CB) in relations to payment systems;
to prescribe the rules governing the oversight and protection of payment systems; to provide
for financial collateral arrangements to regulate payment service providers; to regulate
issuance of electronic money, to provide for oversight of payment instruments and for other
related matters.
This document does not include payment systems provided for in the Act which are already
regulated by the Central Bank under its different legislations such as RTGS and Automated
Clearing House System.

To whom does the law apply?
The Act applies to 3 categories of persons;
1. An
operatorCommission
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The
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roadsystem
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the a2020/2021
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theneed
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system
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other
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in
charge
of
Of great importance is the fact that democratic right to elect leaders of
the operation of a payment system and may include a participant to the system, a
the Electoral Commission has set spe- their choice as guaranteed under
settlement agent, a central counterparty or a cleaning house.
cific dates for the conduct of digital the Constitution and come up with a
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Government
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conduct
of digital
campaigns, is The matter to be discussed is what is
3. Issuer
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instrument.
premised on the need to mitigate the the practicality of this approach in fosA payment instrument means any device or
set ofdemocracy
procedures among
by whichthe
a payment
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Cheques, bills of exchange, direct debits, credit cards, and debit cards and
guaranteed right and duty to vote for
the populace.
any other instrument through which a person may make payments, with the exception
their leaders?

of bank notes and coins. An issuer of a payment instrument is a person who issues
a payment instrument.
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Categories of payment systems

Who can apply for licensing payment
systems?

a) Those operated by the Central Bank
which include the Real Time Gross A payment system is eligible to apply to be
Settlement system, the automated licenced by the CB if that payment system has
clearing house, the Central Securities any The
of the following
objectives;
Electoral
Commission is
Depository for government debt
a) Clearingwith
of the
payment
instructions to
charged
duty pursuant
securities, cross border payments.
financial
and non-bank.
Art.between
61 of the
Constitution,
to
b) Payment systems operated by another
organize,
b) Settling ofconduct
obligations and
arising supervise
from the
government entity or in partnership
clearing and
payment
instructions.
elections
referenda
in
with a government entity in public
accordance with the Constitution.
interest.
c) Transfer of funds from one account to
c) Payment systems operated by private
another using and electronic device
Pursuant
to Art 62 of the Constituentities and these include switches,
(computer, card or mobile handset).
electronic money systems, aggregators
tion and S. 13 of the Electoral Comor interrogators, and other payment
missions
Act as Amended, The Elecd) Transfer of electronic money from
system licenced under the Act.
toral
is independent
one Commission
electronic device
to another.
Oversight of the payment system
andElectronic
shall in the
performance
of its
money means a monetary
value represented
a claim on
functions,
not be bysubject
tothethe
The Act gives the Central Bank of Uganda
issuer which is stored on an electronic
several functions in respect of the payment
direction
or control of any person or
device;
issued upon receipt of
system. Summarily, they are regulatory,
authority.
funds in an amount not less in value
supervisory, licensing and general oversight
than the monetary value received;
over the operations of the payment system in
as Commission
a means of payment
by
Theaccepted
Electoral
is at liberorder to ensure their safety and efficiency.
other
the issuer
ty undertakings
to determine
andthan
provide
guidWhat do I have to know?
and prepaid or redeemable in case.

The duty of
the Electoral
Commission







A person shall not operate a payment
system, issue a payment instrument
and offer payment services without
a licence issued by the CB. This does
not extend to payment instruments,
services or a payment system operated
by the CB.
The penalty for contravention in the
event of a conviction of an individual
is a fine not exceeding 2,000 currency
points (one currency point is UGX
20,000) or a term of imprisonment not
exceeding four (4) years or both. In the
event of a body corporate, a fine not
exceeding 7,000 currency points.
The effect of a conviction is ceasing
to offer payment and disqualification
from acquiring a licence.
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ance on how an election is to be conducted.
e) Provision of technological services to
facilitate switching, routing, clearing
or data management for on behalf of
However,
in exercise of its powers
a payment system provider.

the Electoral Commission is
enshrined
duty to
ensure
f) Provision with
for the
electronic
payment
thatservices
regular,
and fairorelections
to free
the unbanked
under
banked
population.
are held.
g) Provision of financial communication
networks.
h) Ordering or transmitting payment
instructions.
i) Storing of information on a device for
purpose of effecting payments.
j) Fulfilling payment obligations at points
of sale, merchant outlets or over the
internet.
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k) Any other objects as may be What is the criterion for grant of a licence?
prescribed by the Central Bank by
Grant of the licence is the discretion of the
regulation.
Central Bank where it is satisfied that the
NOTE: A payment system is also eligible for application meets the requirements and, on
conditions, and in classification it deems
licensing
the Central Bank if that system such
Mode by
of Campaigns
The
Code
shall include a commitfi
t.
These
are yet to be provided for. This
is Pursuant
interoperable
with
other
systems
in
the
to S.20 of the Parliament ment by political stakeholders to
country and internationally. Interoperability licence is valid until revoked by the Central
Elections Act, 2005 and S.20 of the accept the results of the election or
means a set of procedures or arrangements Bank.

Presidential
Elections
Act, payment
2005, Achallenge
them conduct
in through
exclusivethat
allow participants
in different
licensee cannot
activities
which
The Commission
is given
discrely not
legal
channels.
systems
to conduct and
settle the
payments
or are
specified in the licence.
securities
payments
tion totransactions
determineacross
the those
manner
and
systems
while continuing
to operate
only in Revocation
of a licence
the period
during which
campaigns
A free and
fair election has been
their own payment systems.
licence in
mayCol.
be revoked
the Central
shall take place and must publish Adefined
Rtd. Dr.byKiiza
BesiBank
for;
that information in the Gazette and gye v Yoweri Kaguta Museveni,
The conditions of the licence granted may be
forward
toreasonable
each returning
Presidential
Petition
1 of 2001
a) Failure to comply
withNo.
the relevant
law
modifi
ed by athecopy
CB on
grounds
in
force.
wherein Court defined free and
toofficer.
achieve the purpose of the Act or in the
interest of the public, taking into account
fair
election
“as elections
that
b) Failure
to adhere
to a directive
or
the
justifi
ed
interest
of
the
payment
service
guidelines
issued
by
the
Central
Bank.
This power is exercised by the Elec- entail freedom of candidates and
providers, payment system operators and the
toral Commission subject to the their agents to lawfully solicit for
principles for fair competition and equality
respective Acts and the Constitu- support from the electorate withtreatment.
Notice of this revocation must be published.
out
hindrance
or interference;
it
tion Article 17 of The African Charter An
aggrieved
party may
appeal to the High
entails
the such
rightdecision
of every
citizen
to
on do
Democracy,
How
I apply for aElections
licence? and Gover- Court
against
within
30 days
from
date of
of the decision
to
votethefreely
inreceipt
accordance
with his
nance,
state parties
 The provides
applicationfor
forthe
a licence
must be
revoke
or
suspend
the
licence.
holding
transparent,
free
and fair free will without hindrance or intermade to
the Central Bank
in accordance
with the
will the
be However,
corrective
be taken
ference;a it
entails action
equal can
opportunielections
in Regulations
accordancethatwith
enacted
by
it
and
shall
be
accompanied
by
the
Central
Bank
instead
of
revoking
or
Union’s Declaration on the principles ty for candidates to access the
a licence where the grounds are
by the prescribed fees
electorate,
as well as the electorGoverning
Democratic elections in suspending
not grave enough to warrant a revocation or
 The annual fee shall be payable on or suspension.
ate to choose
between
competing
Africa.
In this case,
the Central
Bank may
before 31st January every year failure make
candidates.
directives after special investigation
of which amounts to a civil debt of 100 to cease or refrain from the specified acts;
To currency
that end,
State parties are
points for each day of default perform acts that are necessary to comply
required
and
strengthen For those attributes to be attained,
payabletotoestablish
the Central
Bank.
with the directive; provide such information
independent and important national and
thedocuments
public specifi
and ed
private
campaign
in the directive.
 Both the unpaid annual licence fee and
electoral
bodies responsible for the meetings must be unhindered, voter
any civil penalty for the continued non- Failure to comply with the directive is
registration
must
management
of elections.
payment constitute
a debt due to the penalized
as a civil
debtbe
to in
the order,
Central only
Bank
entitles
voters
and
exclude
persons
Central Bank.
of 100 currency points for each day which the
if it continues
for
To
equitable
access contravention
not entitledcontinues
to vote.andVoting
must be
 ensure
It is an offfair
enceand
to knowingly
or recklessly
more
than 30 days, the
licensee
shall have to
by contesting
and candidates
in accordance
with
the procedure
furnish falseparties
or misleading
information
show cause as to why the licence should not
document
in a material
to or
State
controlled
mediaparticular
during belaid
down by law and the candidates
revoked.
in connection with the application for
elections.
must have an opportunity toobserve
the licence. On conviction, the offence Note: Revocation or suspension of the licence
the proceedings of voting and of
is punishable by a fine of 250 currency does not affect rights, obligations transaction,
counting votes
either
in person
or by
relating
to operating
a payment
points or a term of imprisonment not arrangement
their entered
appointed
agents.”
system
into prior.
exceeding 5 years or both.
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Duties of the licensee/participant/service
provider/operator of a payment system

•

Give true information in advertisement
breach of which attracts a fine of
350 currency points or a term of
imprisonment not exceeding 2 years
or both on conviction.

•

Ensure that services are available to
the users throughout the prescribed
operational period.

•

Establish and maintain its primary data
centre in relation to payment system
services in Uganda. This provision
is not likely to contravene the Data
Protection and Privacy Act, 2019;
regarding the storage of data outside
Uganda; as it is a general legislation
and the National Payment Systems Act
is specific to payment systems. It may
however, be impracticable.

•

Develop payment system rules
regarding access criteria, conditions
for tosuspension
liberty
determineortheexclusion
manner of
in
participants,
moment
from
which
the
which Presidential and Parliamentatransfer orders become irrevocable,
ry elections
campaigns
to be
risk management
andarebusiness
conducted
the
respective
candicontinuityby
and
others.
These rules
and
anysubject
amendments
must be approved
by
dates
to adherence
to the
the Central
Bank.
provisions
of the
Constitution.

The
Parliament
Act
of
• Keep
a copy of theElections
rules and also
supply
them
to participants
electronically
2005
gives
a candidate
liberty or
to
publish them on the website within 14
campaign through electronic media
days from the date of approval by the
which
includes
television, radio,
Central
Bank.
internet and email.
•

Submit returns relating to the
operations of the payment system or
electronic payment services. These Electronic money and electronic transfer
returns will open for public view in
accordance the Access to Information An Electronic Money Issuer (EMI) means a
Act, 2005.
payment service provider who is licensed to
issue electronic money.
• Supply the Central Bank with such
information of data operation; failure The law provides for the transfer of
of which attracts a civil penalty of 50 electronic money, the conditions, minimum
currency points to the Central Bank requirements, duties of an Electronic Money
for each day of default.
Issuer, prohibited activities duties of a trustee
• Protect the privacy of a participant in a subsidiary entity to carry out payment
and customer information (together system operations, trust accounts, special
types of
andconducting
transaction
The the
digital
Howeveraccount
the notion
Centralapproach
Bank) and to
onlyelection
disclose accounts;
and campaigns
protection of the
digital
for balances
nationalthereon.
elecactivities
have been
on limits;
under compulsion
by courtrelied
or consent
of thethe
participant
Under
to be
a novel
area even
in
around
world or
forcustomer.
purposes
of tion
 seems
A payment
service
provider
licenced
the law a participant means a member
to issuedemocracies
electronic money
can only
around
the
fostering peaceful and credible elec- advanced
of a payment system as defined in the
issue
after
an
equivalent
amount
of
tions.
world.
rules of that payment system.
cash is deposited in a trust or special

Legitimization
of the ‘scientific
electoral process”

•

Open

and

maintain

settlement

However
in in
most
democracies
accounts
the Central
Bank. it has
been relied on for mainly purposes
Maintain a record of all payment
of• electronic
voter identification,
transactions and information obtained
voter
orverification
generated inand
the results
operation of a
transmission.
Notably
in 30Africa,
payment system for the last
years
(destruction
of
such
records
is
subject
roughly half of all national- level
to approval from the Central Bank).
elections
now involve use of biomet• voter
Comply
with the requirements
of
ric
registration
and electronic
consumer
protection prescribed by
results
transmission.
the Central Bank.
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account opened for this purpose; to

Whereas
it was accommodated
as
keep customers’
deposits and hold
an option
a candidate
is ataliberty
to
deposits
received from
customer
who never
purchases
electronic
money
and
explore,
at any
one time
was
it
to
facilitate
issuance
of
electronic
adopted by the National Electoral
money respectively. This can be a
bodyfinancial
as theinstitution
default ormode
of cona microfinance
ducting
campaigns.
deposit
taking institution.


The application to open and maintain
a trust or special account must be
granted by the Central Bank.
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The trustees to the accounts
mentioned above should be a body
corporate (a company) approved by
the Central Bank.
Interest earned on the trust or special

Owingaccount
to the must
new be
normal
during
the
credited
on another
COVID-19
Pandemic,
has now
renaccount
within thatitfinancial
institution
shallsafest
be distributed
Central
deredand
it the
avenuebytothe
underBank
for
the
benefi
t
of
the
consumers.
take so as to balance the interest of
democracy
whileonatthe
thetrust
same
 The money
or time
special
account
cannot
be
subjected
safeguarding the well-being andto
assignment or transfer in
healthattachment,
of the citizens.
settlement of a debt or claim.
In the circumstances of this case, it
Thevery
EMI important
must submitfor
in electronic
may be
EC to
form, to the financial institution
come in
up which
with standard
the trust guidelines
account is to
held
guide certain
the conduct
of these
digitalits
information
regarding
customers
the names come
of those
campaigns
andsuch
or aselections
whose
money
is
in
the
trust
fund,
2021. Below are some of the mattersthe
electronic money balances and also
that ought
to be pondered by the
comply with any regulations that the
EC inCentral
adoption
of impose.
the “scientific
Bank may
electoral process.
A payment service provider which is not
solely established to issue electronic
Internet connectivity and
(a) money or not a financial institution or a
digital
microfireach
nance, deposit taking institution
but intends to issue electronic money
mustlegitimate
establish a subsidiary
legal entity
Provide
and affordable
for
that
purpose.
This
entity
also has
alternatives to the accessibility
toto
apply to the Central Bank for a licence
the technology
hosting devices by
for the same.


Duties of an electronic money issuer
Maintain 100% of the electronic money
held in the trust or special accounts in
liquid assets such as treasury bills or
bond or any other as may be prescribed
the Central
Bank (the Central Bank
(b) by Data
Privacy
may but a lien over these assets)


 in
Mitigate
risk on toa
Put
place concentration
minimum standards
holding account by placing the funds
be satisfied
by online platforms to
in different financial institutions.
be used by the candidates to con Should
not comingle the funds on the
duct
the campaigns.
trust or special account with another
The funds.
purpose of this to regulate the
standard of content to be hosted
 Ensure that the interest accrued on the
and
shared on these platforms, to
trust or special account is distributed
ensure
protection
of data of particito benefi
t the consumers.
pants that engage with the candi Publish audited financial statements.
dates
or their agents for purposes of
 Monitor
electronic
ensuring
thatthe
thecreation
right toofprivacy
is
money.
not breached while at the same time
ensuring
the platforms
used
 Install that
a system
comprising inbuilt
mechanisms
for an audit trail as may
foster
cyber security.
be prescribed by the Central Bank.

 Shall
not count /or controllers
issue airtime of
as
The
proprietors
money.
theseelectronic
platforms
ought to be mandated toUse
put
in place
procedures
that
airtime
as a permissible
transaction
(seethat
immediately
below). the data
ensure
they preserve
of their
authenticate
the
Not tosubjects,
terminate or
transfer its licence;
identity
of thethe
participants
terminate
business pursuant
of issuing
electronic
money; change
name;
to the
Data Protection
and Privacy
interest or ownership
Act, controlling
2019.

persons in rural and or hard to reach
Duties ofWhereas
the trusteethe urban populaareas.
Manage
theaccess
trust account
and interest
tiona) may
have
to electronic
on behalf
the customer.
without the written approval of the
mediaaccount
platforms
and of
trending
alterCentral Bank.
natives
like whatsapp,
facebook
andto As Data
b) Establish
safeguard
measures
Controllers they ought to be
the same
funds cannot
deposited
twitterprotect
et al, the
be on
saidthe aware of their duty as data controlaccount.
electronic money can be used for?
for thetrust
rural
population that not only What
lers who are legally responsible for
the technology
trust accountfacilitatto ensure
do c)
notMonitor
have the
a) Domestic
payments
protecting
the
Data of their particithat
the
funds
in
therein
are
equal
ing devices that can host a variety
ofto pants ought a conclusive plan to
b) Domestic money transfers
the electronic money issued.
electronic avenues, but also face
cater for campaigns in these areas
c) Merchant or utility payments.
d) Ensureinthat
the interest
earned on
challenges
accessing
mass-media
especially
for purposes of presidenthe trust account is distributed for the
like televisions
and
radios.
Therefore
d) Election
Bulk transactions
including payment of
tial
campaigns.
benefit of the customers.
salaries,
benefi
ts
and
pension.
it is pertinent that the Electoral
e) Perform any
function
that the
Commissions
rollsother
ought
a conclue) Cash-in and cash-out transactions.
electronic money issuer may prescribe.
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f) Cross border payments or transfers.
g) Savings products, credit products and
insurance products.
When may an account be deemed dormant/
deactivated/closed?

False
An(c)
account
mayInformation
be considered dormant after
nine (9) consecutive months of inactivity or
transaction. It is the duty of the EMI to issue
notice
the customer
regarding the same
(at
The toElectoral
Commission
must
least
before the with
expirythe
of the
nineso
(9)
work1 month
in conjunction
UCC
months that the account will be suspended
to effectively
tackleand
theaprevalent
ifasthere
is no transaction)
notification
challenge
of the fast
spread of
that
the account
has -wide
been blocked
for
inactivity
(give
notice
within
5
working
days
false information.
after blocking with instructions on how to
reactivate) or deactivated (6 months from the
ThetheParliamentary
Elections
Act,
time
account is or remains
blocked)of
the
account.
2005 and the Presidential Elections
Act, closure
2005 of
prohibit
publication
of
After
the account,
the trustee
must
the malicious
balance of statements,
the electronic
false,transfer
reckless,
money
account
and
identifying
statements that are abusive,information
derogato the Central Bank which shall refund any
tory, exaggerations
or account
words holder
of ridi-or
unclaimed
balances to the
cule by
agentson,orto
where
the candidates,
account holdertheir
has passed
the
legal
representative
upon
request
within
potential voters too.
7 years.
Protection
of the payment
system
The Proprietors
or operators

of the
private
electronic
area tasked
This
is done
through media
validating
payment
instruction,
its nature
(final do
andnot
irrevocable)
with ensuring
that they
use or
and
howthe
it can
be vitiated;
allow
platforms
to maintenance
be used forof
settlement accounts with the Central Bank;
these prohibited
acts
that render
protecting
the balances
on these
accounts
the
perpetrators
liable
under
thein
from attachment, assignment or transfer
satisfaction
of any debt or claim.
law.
Insolvency
against Commislicensee or
Thereforeproceedings
the Electoral
participant
sion ought to collaborate with the
Proceedings
commenced toonce
the
UCC that isareempowered
prosepetition
is
received
by
the
licensee
cute any persons that engage in cre-or
participant. Insolvency proceedings cannot
ating,
initiatingtothe
transmission
of,in
act
retrospective
rights
and obligations
circulating
and/orthat
forwarding
fake
the
payment system
arose before
the
commencement
the proceedings. The
same
stories and ofmisinformation
using
applies to the validity of certain transactions
communication facilities, service or
against a third party such as cash or security
applications
violating
transfer
orders,for
netting
of cash or security
transfer orders and settlement of outstanding
transfer orders.
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Note: Insolvency proceedings include
bankruptcy, arrangement, receivership,
administration and liquidation as per the
Insolvency Act.
General matters

provisions
of the Computer
Misuse
• Upon commencement
of the
Act,
aff
ected
persons
must
within
12
months
Act, 2011 , the Data Protection and
apply for a licence. Contravention of
Privacy
Act, 2019 isand
other by
penal
this requirement
punishable
a fine
laws.of 500 currency points or a term of
imprisonment not exceeding 5 years or
both.

Voter Education
(d)
• The Central Bank may prescribe

minimum capital requirements for a
licensee maintained unimpaired by
Voter
education
of the masses
losses
or other adjustments.

regarding their rights, liabilities and
• The Act establishes the Central Bank
duties
while participating
the digiRegulatory
Framework in(Regulatory
Sandbox) for
the purpose of governing
tal campaign
process.
the
manner
in
which
a person may obtain
The Electoral Commission
is
limited access to the payment systems
charged
with to
thetest
task
of rolling
out
ecosystem
innovative
financial
voter
education
programs
ata
products
or services
withoutaimed
obtaining
license within
set criteriaabout
and minimum
sensitizing
the a masses
the
requirements and in a particular manner.
benefits and advantages of a digital
This serves as a grace period that
electoral
their rights,
promotesprocess,
innovativeness.
responsibilities and liabilities when
• An EMI cannot terminate or transfer
interacting
variousorelectronic
a licenceon(orthe
business
change the
controlling
interest)
to another
entity
media
platforms
during
the camwithout
the
written
approval
of
the
paign process.
Central Bank. Contravention of this
provision,
on conviction
attracts a fine
Personal
Identification
(e) not exceeding 350 currency points or
Process not exceeding two years
imprisonment
or both.

Provide guidelines regarding per• A person
who wishes
to cease business
sonal
identification
processes
to be
shall communicate to the Central Bank
followed
whensuch
accessing
various
and publish
notice inthe
a newspaper
digital
campaign
platforms.
of wide
circulation
for at least 30 days
before
the
date
of
cessation.
The right to privacy as envisaged in
Art
27 of currency
the Constitution
is a funda-to
• One
point is equivalent
UGXright
20,000
(Uganda Shillings
mental
guaranteed
by the Twenty
ConThousand).
stitution of the Republic of Uganda.
This right encompasses the right to
privacy of the person’s correspondence, communication and other
property.
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